
“Today, Orange Business Services has chosen SOLIDserver because 
it is the only product on the market able to respond to all the 
demands of the CIS exploitation team.”

Thomas Fischer, Network Configuration Engineer
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Orange Business Services is a major network service provider. With more than 65,000 clients and 200,000 sites 
hosted, the supply and the administration of the resources is a major issue in order to guarantee the quality of 
the services. Orange Business Services has a constant will for improving its technical efficiency and its financial 
profitability. As a consequence, they decided to equip the CIS (Centre for Internet Support) with a product able 
to respond to both objectives.  

Thus, Orange Business Services chose EfficientIP and its software SOLIDserverTM to improve the management 
of their offer. They had three objectives: ensure network services high availability (especially for VoIP services), 
streamline the management of IP addresses and heterogeneous DHCP servers, and finally get a unified visibi-
lity and control of IP addresses and DHCP services.

Key Benefits:
• Service High Availability

• Global visibility and control

• Optimized management

Project Type:
• Centralization of network services

• Workflow optimization

Orange Business Services
Optimizing DNS - DHCP Services Delivery  
and Management

http://www.efficientip.com/


Managing an Heterogeneous  
Infrastructure

Orange Business Services understood before other competi-
tors that the performance of a service offered to wide com-
panies’ networks relies both on a rigorous organization of the 
operational teams and on a rational administration of the 
tasks to be achieved. The real challenge was therefore the 
heterogeneity of the DHCP services. The service was provi-
ded by 250 DHCP servers from different constructors (Novell, 
Microsoft and open source). Some were managed from a cen-
tral point, others on their own, depending on the partners’ 
work method. 

“In the CIS department, a big part of our tasks is related to 
DNS services’ management. They go from the configuration 
of the servers to the creation of zones resource records (RR) 
declared Thomas Fischer. The exploitation of these resources 
is ensured in a daily manner and represents a huge amount 
of repetitive administrative tasks”.

This task multiplicity required Orange Business Services to 
exploit the services during off-peak hours - that is to say at 
the end of the day - in order not to impact their availability. 
The services had to be reloaded to ensure an efficient update. 
SOLIDserver dynamically takes into account any changes in 
the DNS services configurations. The update of the servers is 
done in real time, without service interruption.

This technology decreases the maintenance times and in-
creases the reactivity and the quality that Orange Business 
Services offers to its clients. SOLIDserver rules interpreter au-
tomates the repetitive operations. For instance, it is possible 
to simultaneously create the PTR RR linked to an A RR in a 
reverse zone or even create slave zones at the same time as 
the master zones.

Granular Role-Based Delegation

“Some of our clients use addressing spaces inferior to 256 
addresses; we must delegate the resolution of the zone of 
addresses for each existing address. We do it manually; it’s a 
long and tedious job that favors error. SOLIDserver allows us 
to automate the generation of a complete reverse zone confi-
guration. This kind of functionalities eliminates the errors and 
optimizes the quality and the productivity of the service”.

Orange Business Services wanted to be able to delegate 
some administrative tasks on certain parts of the DNS to non-
expert administrators. Thomas Fischer still remembers his is-
sues: “we needed a tool that was able to delegate exclusively 
the creation of RRs for some precise zones by some precise 
administrators. We needed simple graphic interfaces where 
input errors were systematically rejected”.

SOLIDserver was chosen because it simplifies the delegation 
by splitting the simple and elementary administrative tasks in 
order to meet multiple technical profiles of administrators. 
For each entry field in SOLIDserver interface, a compliancy 
check is achieved in order to check the formats and the data 
validity in the precise context. A module within SOLIDserver 
was designed in order to manage the administrative rights on 
resources of specific groups of users.

Orange Business Services is a country wide company. Its ex-
ploitation teams are spread across the country and they must 
be able to access SOLIDserver interfaces from any work sta-
tion whatever their administrative profile. Thanks to a WEB 
server, SOLIDserver allows any kind of user to access the ap-
plication through an Internet browser The WEB technology 
simplifies the deployment, reduces structural costs and in-
creases accessibility. That way, administrators can access SO-
LIDserver from anywhere and configure the DNS services.
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Flexibility and Real-Time  
Synchronization

SOLIDserver DNS module complies with 9.x versions of BIND 
DNS versions? Nowadays, it is a reference for the majority of 
the telecommunications operators. “Even if most of the pa-
rameters can be configured from SOLIDserver interface, we 
need to have access to the local DNS servers configuration file 
and to standard BIND commands. SOLIDserver respects ma-
nual configurations: it automatically detects them, synchro-
nizes them in the database and displays them immediately in 
the interface”. This operation needs no particular attention; 
the synchronization is automatic, incremental -very fast- and 
asynchronous - not jamming -.

Project Benefits

Through a methodical internal analysis, Orange Business Ser-
vices determined the set of functionalities necessary to the 
daily enhancement of the service administration. These func-
tionalities were submitted to EfficientIP in order to evaluate 
SOLIDserver product. 

Thomas Fischer testifies: “Today, Orange Business Services 
has chosen SOLIDserver because it is the only product on the 
market able to respond to all the demands of the CIS exploi-
tation team”.

Through SOLIDserver, Orange Business Services has been 
able to improve its work processes and guarantee a better 
and simpler service both in internal and for its customers. 
Orange Business Services think that SOLIDserver today is the 
most adapted tool for the DNS clients management.

More than 100 Orange Business Services administrators use 
SOLIDserver, whatever their administrative profile and their 
geographical location. This was achieved through the imple-
mentation of precise administration mechanisms that gua-
rantee the coherence and the respect of the naming plan of 
Orange Business Services clients.

EfficientIP and Orange Business Services CIS, successfully in-
tegrated SOLIDserver solution in few days, updates are de-
ployed in less than two hours for one hundred or so adminis-
trators and several DNS servers.

With SOLIDserver, EfficientIP offers a simple and scalable so-
lution for operators that allows to manage the naming sys-
tem as well as the addressing plans of both public and inter-
nal IP addresses.
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As one of the world’s fastest growing DDI vendors, EfficientIP helps organizations drive business efficiency through agile, secure and reliable network infrastructures. Our unified management 
framework for DNS-DHCP-IPAM (DDI) and network configurations ensures end-to-end visibility, consistency control and advanced automation. Additionally, our unique 360° DNS security solution 
protects data confidentiality and application access from anywhere at any time. Companies rely on us to help control the risks and reduce the complexity of challenges they face with modern key 
IT initiatives such as cloud applications, virtualization, and mobility. Institutions across a variety of industries and government sectors worldwide rely on our offerings to assure business continuity, 
reduce operating costs and increase the management efficiency of their network and security teams.
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